
Tomorrow’s Treasurers 
Bauble Tote/Purse 

Supply List Required Before Class 
 
 

1) Basic sewing supplies: 
▪ Sharp Fabric Scissors, blade at least 4" long 
▪ Strong straight Pins at least 1 3/8” long with a colored head 
▪ Tap Measure 60" long, plastic, not cloth 
▪ Metal seam guide 5-6" long 
▪ Seam Ripper 
▪ Thread to match your fabrics; use polyester not cotton thread 
▪ Sewing machine, standard foot and edge foot (not ¼” foot) 
▪ Erasable/water soluble Fabric Marker or chalk marker 
▪ Wonder Clips (if available bring small and large) 
▪ Stiletto or Awl 
▪ Small pair of pliers 
▪ 90/14 sewing machine needles 
▪ Fabric glue stick 
▪ Screw driver, small flat- head  
▪ Original Tacky Glue 
▪ Small iron and pressing mat 

 
 

2) Bauble Tote/Purse 
▪ Pattern The Purse Clasp Book available at Tomorrow’s Treasurers  
▪ 1 Clasp for the Bauble Tote, ZW6080 4 ½”x 9 ½” available at 

Tomorrow’s Treasurers 
▪ Purchase all fabric per page 46 of the Purse Clasp Book, except for 

the following: 
o Exterior fabric in the store sample is waxed cotton which is 

lined with cotton since it is not fusible; Heavier weight fabrics 
for the exterior is acceptable as well. 

o Quilting cotton is acceptable for both lining and exterior 
fabrics.  Store sample the lining and coin purse is the same 
fabric.  No directional fabric for the lining and coin purse. 

o Handles, I used Sew Hungry Hippie 100% leather sewable 



straps in dark brown available at Tomorrow’s Treasures.  
Webbing ¾” or 1”, covered or not is also acceptable 

 
3) Pre-Work Required before class,  

▪ Trace Bauble Tote pattern pieces from the template in the envelop in 
the back of the Purse Clasp Book 

▪ Cut all pattern pieces including pockets and interfacing as itemized 
on page 46 of the Purse Clasp Book.  The store sample has only two 
different fabrics.   

▪ ONLY Fuse fusible interfacing to the pattern piece for the outside 
tote before class (the rest will be fused during class) 

▪ Consider not interfacing the inside pocket; the store sample the 
inside pocket has no interfacing, I like a softer pocket, easier to fill 

▪ If you are using directional fabric for the outside tote please consider 
the size of the pattern since the tote is only 9 ¾” wide X 8 ¾” high 
and carefully cut out your pattern pieces 

▪ Consider making you handles longer if you prefer them to go over 
the shoulder 

▪ You will need 1-2 bobbins for each thread color, please wind these 
bobbins before class to save time. 

▪ Bring all leftover extra fabric to class 

 
NOTE: Sewing Machines: 
You must bring along with your sewing machines the following: 

1. All sewing machine accessories, feet (referenced above), screw driver, etc. 
2. Must have owner’s manual for your machine 
3. Bring 2 extra bobbins with no thread 
4. Remember to bring the power cord and foot pedal        

 
For those students who need Sewing machines please contact store personnel for 
available sewing machine rentals. 

 


